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FILM OF TROOPS IN DESERT

To be Shown In Britain Shortly

A film showing the life of the troops, in the desert has. just been completed

near Cairo amd it is hoped that it will be shown to the people of this country

in the near future.

Apart from scenes in Desert Victory and the news reels the home cinema-goer

has little knowledge of the desert and even less of how the troops live in- it.

The tiny bivvy tents in the sand, the rationing of water and the interminable

supply convoys stretching for miles across the desert tracks are something that

no one who has not seen then can imagine,

For the first time, on the screen, the secrets of domestic life in the desert

are seen, In this film the mysteries of "bully stew" and the "brew-up" ritual

are revealed.

The film, produced by the Polish Army Film Unit in two versions, British and

Polish, is called "The Back Garden of Eden", Directed by Michel Washinski and

photographed by a famous Polish cameraman Stanislaw Lipinski it has been made at

the Misr Studios, Mena, near Cairo,

The story of the film is the accidental re-union of two old friends, now in

the army, who meet in a street in Bagdad. Over a drink in a nearby cafe they tell

of their adventures. On© has just come from Teheran the other from Tobruk.

Although they wear Polish uniforms their attitude to life is universal and they

might well be men of any Allied army.

In the Polish version the two parts are played by K. Utnik and S. Rushata,

well-known stars. In the English version they are played by Richard Littledale

and Tim Thomason,

As the players talk the busy Bagdad street scene with its camels, donkeys,

Arabs and street vendors, dissolves into the sands of the desert blowing up into

a Khamseen, the vicious sandstorm that stops all movements until it ends,

The adventures of the two leading players are repeated on the screen as they

talk and the picture faithfully shows the places they have visisted in their army

career. One of the features of the film is its humour, although old hands from

the desert will remember that these things are only’funny in retrospect,

/All the



All the military; personnel in the film with the exception of certain of

the extras are Polish troops,but that; does not mean that this is merely a Polish

propaganda film. It is. a interest film: that will appeal to all .those

who have friends and relatives in the Middle East,

'The English version was written and supervised by Lieutenant John Redway, R ,
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